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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR
RECOGNIZING PREFERRED WAGERERS

Background of the Invention

The present invention relates to systems, and

methods for recognizing preferred wagers. More

particularly, the present invention relates to systems

and methods for recognizing preferred wagerers that are

using interactive wagering systems.

Interactive wagering systems, such as systems

that facilitate wagering from a set-top box or a

personal computer for example, have realized wide

popularity. An example of such a wagering system is

illustrated in Marshall et al. U.S. Patent Application

No. 09/330,651, filed June 11, 1999, which is hereby

incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. As

disclosed therein, a wagerer can use a set-top box, or

other suitable device, such as a PC or Interactive

Voice Response (IVR) system, to place a wager. The

wagering event corresponding to the wager may be
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televised to enable wagerers and non-wagerers to

participate in the excitement of the event. Because

wagering systems seek to promote wagering, it is

desirable to provide improvements in interactive

wagering systems and corresponding television coverage

of wagering events to induce and reward certain

wagerers.

Summary of the Invention

In accordance with this and other objects of

the invention, systems and methods for recognizing

preferred wagerers are provided. These systems and

methods monitor wagerers using a wagering system,

determine whether a wagerer is to be recognized, and,

if so, provide an incentive to the wagerer. Whether a

wagerer is to be recognized may be based upon any

suitable parameter.in accordance with the present

invention. For example, a potential wagerer may be

recognized the first time the wagerer activates a

wagering interface. As another example, a wagerer may

be recognized after placing his first bet, or after

placing a bet having at least a certain size. As yet

another example, wagerers that place a certain number

or amount of total wagers in a given period may be

recognized as "Very Important Persons" (VIPs). As a

further example, a wagerer may be recognized simply by

tuning or subscribing to a television wagering event.

As a still further example, a wagerer may be recognized

by making a certain size deposit to a wagering account.

As a still further example, a wagerer may be recognized

by making a referral to the wagering system. As a
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still further example, a wagerer may be recognized for

having a given wagering history.

In order to determine when a wagerer should

be recognized, a wagering system may monitor which

wagerers are accessing wagering interfaces, placing

wagerers, watching or subscribing to wagering programs,

etc. This may be accomplished by the wagering system

communicating with set-top boxes or televisions of

wagerers and/or any other device, such as a PC or IVR

system, that the wagerer may be using to access the

wagering system.

Wagerers may be recognized using any suitable

incentive. For example, the present invention may

cause television personalities to greet wagerers in

response to prompts generated automatically on a

tele-prompter. Alternatively, the television

personalities may be instructed to greet wagerers by

television producers, who are prompted by the systems

and methods of the present invention. As another

example, an IVR system customer may hear a special

greeting being made to him. Such a greeting may be the

audio-only portion of the corresponding television

broadcast. As yet another example, promotions may be

extended to recognized wagerers. Promotions may

include discounts for services, credits to accounts,

free or discounted wagering, providing gifts (such as

hats, t-shirts, etc.), frequent flyer miles, tickets to

a race track, travel or hotel accommodations in

connection with visiting a race track, special

treatment at a race track, etc.

Brief Description of the Drawings
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Further features of the invention, its nature

and various advantages will become more apparent from

the following detailed description of the invention,

taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in

which like reference characters refer to like parts

throughout, and in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a wagering

system that may be used in accordance with various

embodiments of the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of a main process

for determining whether to recognize a wagerer and for

providing an incentive in accordance with various

embodiments of the present invention; and

FIG. 3 is a flow diagram of a process for

determining whether to recognize a wagerer and for

determining which incentive to provide to the wagerer

if recognized in accordance with various embodiments of

the present invention.

Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments

The present invention is now described in

connection with FIGS. 1-3.

Turning to FIG. 1, an interactive wagering

system 100 in accordance with the present invention is

illustrated. Aspects of the invention apply to

different types of wagering, but are primarily

described herein in the. context of interactive

parimutuel wagering on racing horse racing) for

specificity and clarity. Obviously, any other suitable

type of wagering fixed-odds horse racing, sports

book gambling, etc.) could also be implemented. As

shown, system 100 includes a wagering data hub 102 that
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may control wagering in system 100 and that may be

coupled to a television set-top box 104, a user

computer 106, a wireless device 108 a cellular

telephone, a pager, a handheld device, a mobile

computer, etc.), and a telephone 110. There may be

more than one set-top box 104, computer 106, wireless

device 108, and telephone 110, although only one of

each has been shown to avoid over-complicating the

drawing.

A wagerer using system 100 may receive

information on wagering events and wagering accounts,

and may place wagers related to those wagering events

using set-top box 104, computer 106, wireless device

108, or telephone 110 coupled to hub 102. Each

platform may receive wagering information from separate

control systems in wagering data hub 102. For example,

set-top box 104 may receive information from TV

wagering control system 112, computer 106 may receive

information from computer wagering control system 114,

wireless device 108 may receive information from

wireless wagering control system 116, and telephone 110

may receive information from interactive voice response

(IVR) control system 118.

Wagering data hub 12 may also be connected to

a subscriber management system 120, a television

distribution system 122, a tote company 124, a racing

data provider 126, and handicapping data provider 128.

There may be more than one television distribution

system 122, tote company 124, racing data provider 126,

and handicapping data provider 128, although only one

of each has been shown to avoid over-complicating The

drawing.
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In accordance with the present invention,

set-top box 104 may be any suitable device for

receiving data signals and video signals, processing

the data signals, displaying at least a portion of the

data signals and the video signals, and receiving user

commands that may cause data signals to be transmitted

to wagering data hub 102. For example, set-top box 104

may be a conventional set-top box, may be circuitry in

videocassette recorders, personal video recorders,

digital video disc players, or televisions, or may be

any other suitable device.

Set-top box 104 may receive data signals from

hub 102 via communication link 140, television

distribution system 122, and communication link 136.

These data signals preferably include data relating to

wagering events and wagering accounts. Alternatively

or additionally to receivingthe data signals via link

140, system 122, and link 136, these signals may be

received directly via communication link 146.

Set-top box 104 may also receive video

signals from video production system 130 via

communication link 142, television distribution system

122, and communication link 138. These video signals

preferably include video relating to wagering events

that originate at race track 132 and are transmitted to

video production system 130 via satellite 134. There

may be more than one race track 132, although only one

has been shown to avoid over-complicating the drawing.

Alternatively or additionally to receiving video

signals via link 142, system 122, and link 138, video

signals may be received from video production system

130 via communication link 148, hub 102, and link 146.
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Although links 136 and 138 are illustrated as separate

paths for transmitting signals, each link may be part

of a single communication mechanism link 136 may

transmit signals in the vertical blanking interval of a

video signal carried in link 138).

Set-top box 104 may transmit wagering data

signals to TV wagering control system 112 in wagering

data hub 102 via communication link 144, television

distribution system 122, and communication link 150, or

directly via communication link 146. Communication

link 146 may be a telephone connection, an Internet

connection, or any other suitable connection. The

signals received and transmitted by set-top box 104 may

be any suitable type of analog signal, digital signal,

or a combination of signals that are transmitted using

any suitable method.

Television distribution system 122 and

communication links 136, 138, 120, 142, 144, and 150

may all be part of a cable television system, a

satellite television system, an over-the-air television

system (including RF, microwave, etc.), a computer

network the Internet), a part of any suitable

communication system, a combination of communication

systems, or any other suitable system. Similar to

links 136 and 138, link 144 may be incorporated with

either link 136 or 138, or both as part of a single

communication mechanism. Links 140 and 150 may also be

incorporated together as part of a single communication

mechanism if desired.

Computer 106 can connect to computer wagering

control system 114 in hub 102 via computer network 152.

Computer network 152 may be any suitable mechanism for
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connecting a computer to hub 102, such as a direct

telephone connection, one or more telephone connections

with a data network connection (such as an Internet

connection or a connection provided by a computer

network provider), or a direct data network connection.

Wireless device 108 may connect to wireless

wagering control system 116 in hub 102 via wireless

network 154. Wireless network 154 may be any suitable

mechanism for connecting a cellular telephone, a pager,

a handheld device, a computer, etc. to hub 102, such as

a satellite transmitter/receiver system or a data

network connection (such as an Internet connection or a

connection provided by wireless network provider).

Telephone 110 may be coupled to IVR control

system 118 in hub 102 via telephone line 156, or using

any other suitable mechanism. Although telephone 110

is illustrated as a standard telephone, any type of

device for receiving audio prompts that allows a

wagerer to respond to the audio prompts (either by

spoken word or key depression) may also be used.

Subscriber management system (SMS) 120 may

enable an operator of the present invention to control

user access to the services provided by hub 102. In

addition to being connected to hub 102 by communication

link 158, SMS 120 may be connected to tote company 124

via communication link 160. Communication links 158

and 160 may be any suitable mechanism for communicating

data and may use any type of data transmission method.

The connection to tote company 124 may enable SMS 120

to create and update wagering accounts that may be

located at tote company 124. For instance, when a

wagerer places a wager using one of set-top box 104,
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computer 106, wireless device 108, or telephone 110,

hub 102 can access SMS 120 to verify that the wagerer

is authorized to wager or that the wager is valid.

Tote company.124, racing data provider 126,

and handicapping data provider 128 may be connected to

hub 102 via communication links 160, 162, and 164,

respectively. Tote company 124 may provide wagering

event data and wagering history or information to hub

102. Tote company may also receive wagering

information from hub 102. Racing data provider 126 may

provide statistical data and handicapping data provider

128 may provide handicapping data to hub 102. Tote

company 124 and racing data provider 126 may receive

data from race track 132 via communication link 168,

while handicapping data provider 128 may receive data

from racing data provider 126 via communicati9 n link

166. Data received from and transmitted to tote

company 124, racing data provider 126, and handicapping

data provider 128 can be transmitted over communication

links 160, 162, and 164, respectively. Communication

links 160, 162, 164, 166, and 168 may be any suitable

mechanism for transmitting data using any suitable

method.

Referring now to FIG. 2, a main process for

recognizing wagerers and providing incentives to the

wagerers is shown. This process is preferably executed

on each on control systems 112, 114, 116, and 118 of

system 100 of FIG. 1, although the process may be

implemented on any suitable components of system 100 or

any other wagering system.

After beginning at step 202, process 200

initially selects a first wagerer at step 204. This
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selection may be based upon any suitable criterion or

criteria. For example, a first wagerer may be selected

by the time that wagerer logged onto the system 

select the wagerer that has been on the system the

longest or select the next wagerer to log on). The

wagerer may also be selected based upon account number,

as another example.

Next, at step 206, process 200 determines

whether the current wagerer is to be recognized. This

may be based upon any suitable criterion or criteria.

For example, a potential wagerer may be recognized the

first time the wagerer activates a wagering interface.

As another example, a wagerer may be recognized after

placing his first bet, or after placing a bet having at

least a certain size. As yet another example, wagerers

that place a certain number or amount of total wagers

in a given period may be recognized as "VIPs." As a

further example, a'wagerer may be recogni-zed simply by

tuning or subscribing to a television wagering event.

As a still further example, a wagerer may be recognized

by making a certain size deposit to a wagering account.

As a still further example, a wagerer may be recognized

by making a referral to the wagering system. As a

still further example, a wagerer may be recognized for

having a given wagering history.

In order to determine when a wagerer should

be recognized, a wagering system may monitor which

wagerers are accessing wagering interfaces, placing

wagerers, watching or subscribing to wagering programs,

etc. This may be accomplished by wagering control

systems 112, 114, i16, and 118 communicating with

set-top boxes 104 or televisions of wagerers and/or any
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other device, such as PCs 106 or handheld devices 108,

that the wagerer may be using to access the wagering

system.

If a wagerer is not to be recognized, then

process 200 proceeds to step 208 to select the next

wagerer. The next wagerer may be selected using any

suitable criterion or criteria. For example, the

wagerer that has been logged on for the next longest

compared to the current wagerer may be selected. Once

the next wagerer has been selected, process 200,loops

back to step 206.

If it is determined that a wagerer is to be

recognized at step 206, process 200 then proceeds to

step 210 to provide an incentive to the wagerer.

Wagerers may be recognized using any suitable

incentive. For example, the present invention may

cause television personalities to greet wagerers in

response -to prompts generated automatically on a

tele-prompter at a video production system 130.

Alternatively, the television personalities may be

instructed to greet wagerers by television producers,

who are prompted by some other device at the video

production system. As another example, an IVR system

customer may hear a special greeting being made to him

over telephone 110. Such a greeting may be the

audio-only portion of the corresponding television

broadcast. As yet another example, promotions may be

extended to recognized wagerers. Promotions may

include discounts for services, credits to accounts,

free or discounted wagering, providing gifts (such as

hats, t-shirts, etc.), frequent flyer miles, tickets to

a race track, travel or hotel accommodations in
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connection with visiting a race track, special

treatment at a race track, etc.

After providing the incentive to the wagerer,

process 200 may branch to step 208 and perform that

step as described above.

FIG. 3 illustrates in more detail a process

300 that may be performed at step 206 of FIG. 2. As

shown, after process 300 has begun at step 302, this

process may first determine whether the wagerer just

opened his or her first wagering account. If so, then

process 300 may determine at step 306 that a first

account incentive is to be provided. This incentive

may be a free amount $5 worth) of wagerers, or

any other suitable incentive.

If process 300 determines at step 304 that

the wagerer did not just open his or her first account,

then process 300 may proceed to step 308 to determine

if the wagerer just placed his first wager. If the

process determines that the wagerer did just place his

first wager, then process 300 may determine at step 310

that the wagerer is to be provided with a first wager

incentive. This incentive may be a special

congratulations and good luck message that is displayed

on the wagerer's television screen or any other

suitable incentive.

If process 300 determines at step 308 that

the wagerer did not just place his or her first wager,

then process 300 may proceed to step 312 to determine

if the wagerer just placed a target amount wager. A

target amount wager may be a single wager that meets or

exceeds a given single wager threshold, may be a wager

that causes the wagerer's cumulative wagering amount to
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exceed a given threshold, may be an nth number wager

the wagerer's 10th wager), or may be any other

suitable target wager. If the process determines that

the wagerer did just place a target amount wager, then

process 300 may determine at step 314 that the wagerer

is to be provided with a target amount incentive. This

incentive may be discounted or free access to the

wagering system for a given period of time or any other

suitable incentive.

If process 300 determines at step 312 that

the wagerer did not just place a target amount wager,

then process 300 may proceed to step 316 to determine

if the wagerer is a VIP. A VIP may be a wagerer that

has qualified for special treatment for wagering in

large dollar amounts, wagering consistently over a long

period of time, placing a large number or wagers, of

meeting any other suitable criteria or criterion. If

the process determines that the wagerer is a VIP, then

process 300 may determine at 'step 318 that the wagerer

is to be provided with a VIP incentive. This incentive

may be an invitation to a special event at a local

wagering event location, a free trip to a travel

destination, or any other suitable incentive.

If process 300 determines at step 316 that

the wagerer is not a VIP, then process 300 may proceed

to step 320 to determine if the wagerer subscribed or

tuned to a given'event. The event may be a wagering

event, an event wagerers are likely to watch, or any

other event. If the process determines that the

wagerer subscribed or tuned to this event, then process

300 may determine at step 322 that the wagerer is to be

provided with a viewing incentive. This incentive may
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be a free wager on the event or any other suitable

incentive.

If it is determined at step 320 that the

wagerer did not subscribe or tune to the event, the

process 300 may terminate at step 326 and return a "NO"

value at step 206.

If, on the other hand, any of steps 306, 310,

314, 318, or 322 is performed, after performing the

corresponding step, process 300 may.terminate at step

324 and return a "YES" value at step 206.

It should be noted that although a particular

sequence of steps 304, 308, 312, 316, and 320 is shown

in process 300, any of these steps may be omitted

and/or these steps may be performed in any suitable

order (or in parallel) with minor modification if

desired.

It should be apparent to one of ordinary

skill in the art that the present invention may be

practiced by other than the described embodiments,

which are presented for purposes of illustration and

not of limitation, and that the present invention is

limited only by the claims which follow.
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THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. A method for recognizing a wagerer of an

interactive wagering application implemented at least

partially on user equipment, comprising:

receiving racing data at the user equipment

from a racing data provider, wherein at least a portion

of the racing data originates from at least one race

track where races corresponding to the received racing

data are being run;

allowing a wagerer at the user equipment to

place a parimutuel wager on one of the races;

determining if the wagerer is to be recognized

based on one criterion of a plurality of criteria,

wherein each criterion of the plurality of criteria is

associated with a different incentive; and

when the wagerer is determined to be recognized

based on the one criterion, providing the incentive

associated with the one criterion to the wagerer.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein determining

whether the wagerer is to be recognized based on the one

criterion comprises determining if the wagerer just

opened a wagering account.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein determining

whether the wagerer is to be recognized based on the one

criterion comprises determining if the wagerer just

placed a first wager.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein determining

whether the wagerer is to be recognized based on the one

criterion comprises determining if the wagerer just

placed a target amount wager.
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The method of claim 1, wherein determining

whether the wagerer is to be recognized based on the one

criterion comprises determining if the wagerer is a VIP.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein determining

whether the wagerer is to be recognized based on the one

criterion comprises determining if the wagerer subscribed

to an event.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein determining

whether the wagerer is to be recognized based on the one

criterion comprises determining if the wagerer tuned to

an event.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein providing

the incentive associated with the one criterion to the

wagerer comprises greeting the wagerer on television.

9. The method of claim 1, wherein providing

the incentive associated with the one criterion to the

wagerer comprises greeting the wagerer on a telephone.

The method of claim 1, wherein providing

the incentive associated with the one criterion to the

wagerer comprises providing a free wager.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein providing

the incentive associated with the one criterion to the

wagerer comprises providing a discount on wagering

service.
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12. The method of claim 1, wherein providing

the incentive associated with the one criterion to the

<wagerer comprises providing free travel to the wagerer.

13. The method of claim 1, wherein providing

CI the incentive associated with the one criterion to the

(Ni wagerer comprises providing frequent flier miles to the

wagerer.

14. The method of claim 1, wherein providing

the incentive associated with the one criterion to the

wagerer comprises providing special treatment to the

wagerer at a wagering event location.

15. An interactive wagering system that

recognizes a wagerer, comprising:

user equipment configured to:

receive racing data at the user equipment

from a racing data provider, wherein at least a portion

of the racing data originates from at least one race

track where races corresponding to the received racing

data are being run, and

allow a wagerer to place a wager on one of

the races; and

a wagering control system configured to:

determine if the wagerer is to be

recognized based on one criterion of a plurality of

criteria, wherein each criterion of the plurality of

criteria is associated with a different incentive, and

when the wagerer is determined to be

recognized based on the one criterion, provide the

incentive associated with the one criterion to the

wagerer.
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16. The system of claim 15, wherein the

wagering control system, in determining whether the

wagerer is to be recognized based on the one criterion,

determines if the wagerer just opened a wagering account.

17. The system of claim 15, wherein the

wagering control system, in determining whether the

wagerer is to be recognized based on the one criterion,

determines if the wagerer just placed a first wager.

18. The system of claim 15, wherein the

wagering control system, in determining whether the

wagerer is to be recognized based on the one criterion,

determines if the wagerer just placed a target amount

wager.

19. The system of claim 15, wherein the

wagering control system, in determining whether the

wagerer is to be recognized based on the one criterion,

determines if the wagerer is a VIP.

The system of claim 15, wherein the

wagering control system, in determining whether the

wagerer is to be recognized based on the one criterion,

determines if the wagerer subscribed to an event.

21. The system of claim 15, wherein the

wagering control system, in determining whether the

wagerer is to be recognized based on the one criterion,

determines if the wagerer tuned to an event.

22. The system of claim 15, wherein the

wagering control system, in providing the incentive
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associated with the one criterion to the wagerer, greets

the wagerer on television.

23. The system of claim 15, wherein the

wagering control system, in providing the incentive

(1 associated with the one criterion to the wagerer, greets

(1 the wagerer on a telephone.

24. The system of claim 15, wherein the

wagering control system, in providing the incentive

associated with the one criterion to the wagerer,

provides a free wager.

The system of claim 15, wherein the

wagering control system, in providing the incentive

associated with the one criterion to the wagerer,

provides a discount on wagering service.

26. The system of claim 15, wherein the

wagering control system, in providing the incentive

associated with the one criterion to the wagerer,

provides free travel to the wagerer.

27. The system of claim 15, wherein the

wagering control system, in providing the incentive

associated with the one criterion to the wagerer,

provides frequent flier miles to the wagerer.

28. The system of claim 15, wherein the

wagering control system, in providing the incentive

associated with the one criterion to the wagerer,

provides special treatment to the wagerer at a wagering

event location.
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